The parietal cortex is involved in a wide range of cognitive functions in humans including associative functions between multiple sensorimotor spaces, attentional control, and working memory. Little is known, however, about the role and the functional organization of the parietal cortex in action planning and sequential cognition. Moreover, the respective contributions of parietal and frontal regions to action planning remains poorly understood. To address this issue, we designed a functional magnetic resonance imaging protocol requiring subjects to perform overlearned sequences of motor acts and sequences of cognitive tasks. The results reveal only a single bilateral region in the cerebral cortex located in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS; Brodmann's area 40) exhibiting sustained activations during the execution of both motor and task sequences. Additional analyses of phasic activations during sequence execution further suggest a functional dissociation between the left IPS, involved in representing and processing the abstract serial structure of ongoing behavioral sequences regardless of their hierarchical structure, and the right IPS, involved in preparing successive sensorimotor sets that compose such behavioral sequences. We show that this parietal system functionally differs from the frontal system that was previously identified as controlling action selection with respect to the hierarchical rather than serial structure of behavioral plans. Thus, our results reveal the central role of the bilateral intraparietal sulcus in high-order sequential cognition and suggest a major functional segregation within the frontoparietal network mediating action planning, with the frontal and parietal sector involved in processing the hierarchical and serial structure of action plans, respectively.
Introduction
The frontal-parietal network forms a critical central system for the organization of goal-directed behavior (Fuster, 1989; Barash, 2003) . Frontal regions including premotor and prefrontal regions most often coactivate with the inferior parietal lobules (IPLs) [e.g., during action planning (Baker et al., 1996; Fincham et al., 2002) and cognitive set-shifting (Asari et al., 2005; Collette et al., 2005; Shafritz et al., 2005) ]. Specifically, the IPL, besides its involvement in many cognitive functions including perceptual attention and polymodal associative processes (for review, see Andersen et al., 1997; Culham and Kanwisher, 2001; Cohen and Andersen, 2002) , is engaged in various aspects of action planning such as encoding (Koechlin et al., 2002; Sakai et al., 2002) , storage (Wu et al., 2004) , execution Catalan et al., 1998; Bengtsson et al., 2004) , monitoring , and representations of behavioral sequences (Grafton et al., 1998; Behrmann et al., 2004; Bengtsson et al., 2005) . However, although the IPL involvement in action planning is well substantiated, the respective contributions of the IPL and frontal regions to action planning remains poorly understood.
To address this issue, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine both sustained and phasic brain activations, while subjects were executing prelearned behavioral sequences including sequences of motor acts and sequences of cognitive tasks. The motor sequence consisted of generating fixed sequences of motor responses successively triggered by visual stimuli, whereas the task sequence consisted of performing fixed sequences of basic categorization tasks generating motor responses contingent on visual stimuli. Accordingly, these behavioral sequences were designed to independently vary the serial and hierarchical structure of action plans. In a previous study (Koechlin and Jubault, 2006) , we analyzed activations in the frontal lobes. We showed that lateral frontal regions exhibited a pattern of phasic activations indicating that lateral frontal regions are organized to select action segments according to the hierarchical structure of behavioral sequences and regardless of their serial structure. Assuming that the IPL subserves a complementary function, this finding also suggests that the IPL, in contrast, is organized to process the serial rather than hierarchical structure of action plans. The hypothesis states that the IPL keeps track of serial progression and represents serial associations guiding the sequential execution of action plans. In the present study, we analyzed posterior brain activations to test this hypothesis. More specifically, the hypothesis predicts that during the execution of behavioral sequences, IPL regions exhibit sustained activations combined with differential phasic activations corresponding to sequence increments and boundaries, regardless of the hierarchical structure of behavioral sequences (sequences of motor acts vs sequences of cognitive tasks). Alternative hypotheses would be that distinct IPL regions are involved in processing the serial structure of action plans according to their hierarchical structure or that functional segregations between parietal and frontal regions are unrelated to the distinction between serial versus hierarchical processing underlying action planning.
Materials and Methods

Experimental protocol
The data presented here were collected in the experiment described by Koechlin and Jubault (2006) . This fMRI experiment included 16 subjects (right handed; age, 22-28 years), who provided written informed consent approved by the French National Ethics Committee. A few days before scanning sessions, subjects received written instructions and informally performed the task with experimenter feedback. Then, subjects were trained and executed 56 times each of the two behavioral sequences subsequently used in the scanner (a motor sequence and a sequence of cognitive tasks; see below). As confirmed by behavioral results reported previously (Koechlin and Jubault, 2006) , all behavioral sequences were overlearned by the time subjects entered the scanner. Subjects received no feedback related to their performance in the scanner.
The protocol included two experimental conditions referred to as motor and task conditions, which were administered in separate scanning sessions. In the motor condition, subjects executed sequences of single motor acts; in the task condition, they performed sequences of categorization tasks. The order of conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. In each condition, the subject had to press hand-held left or right buttons in response to successive visual stimuli, alternating periods when they performed a baseline task and periods when they executed the prelearned behavioral sequence (Fig. 1) . Subjects stopped executing the baseline task and started executing the behavioral sequence when a start cue occurred (stimulus color switched to green). Then, when a stop cue occurred (stimulus color switched to red), subjects stopped executing the sequence and resumed on the baseline task.
In the motor condition, stimuli were colored squares. In the baseline periods, subjects repeatedly pressed both buttons simultaneously (left and right) in response to each stimulus. In sequence execution periods, the subject executed the prelearned sequences of button presses in response to successive stimuli, which was as follows: left and right Ͼ left and right Ͼ right Ͼ right Ͼ left.
In the task condition, stimuli were pseudorandomly chosen letters A, B, or C. In the baseline periods, subjects had to detect occurrences of letter A by pressing the right button if the presented letter was an A and the left button otherwise. This sensorimotor mapping or task set is referred to as TS A . In the sequence execution periods, subjects executed the following prelearned sequence of task sets:
Task sets TS A , TS B , and TS C corresponded to the following sensorimotor mappings: TS A , (A Ͼ right, B Ͼ left, C Ͼ left); TS B , (A Ͼ left, B Ͼ right, C Ͼ left); TS C , (A Ͼ left, B Ͼ left, C Ͼ right). Letters A, B, and C were pseudorandomized so that the proportion of left and right responses was equal.
Stimuli contingency and timing
In both conditions, stop cues occurred four trials (at the end of learned sequences; endogenous termination) or three, two, or one trials (exogenous terminations) after start cues with the following proportions: 49, 17, 17, and 17%, respectively. Importantly, start cues occurred after stop cues with exactly the same contingencies, so that series of stimuli composing baseline and sequence execution periods had the same length in average. Stimuli duration was 500 ms. Stimulus onset asynchronies were varied, ranging from 2400, 4800, and 7200 -9600 ms to dissociate eventrelated hemodynamic responses to each trial and sustained activations during sequence execution. Timing of events was the same in both the motor and task conditions as well as in baseline and sequence execution periods. Finally, to avoid possible concatenations of overlearned sequences with subsequent baseline trials into longer sequences, stop cues were actually replaced by start cues in half of the termination trials, indicating subjects to stop and restart the sequence from the beginning. Restart, initiation, and termination trials were associated with virtually the same brain activations. Therefore, we factored out restart trials in all reported analyses for clarity. For simplicity, we referred to initiation and termination trials as sequence boundaries and to intermediate trials between start and stop cues as increments. A, Truncated series of successively presented visual stimuli are shown in both the motor and task condition. Green and red cues were start and stop signals, respectively. In the motor condition, stimuli were square symbols. In each trial, subjects had to select left (L), right (R), or simultaneous left and right (LR) finger presses (as indicated by arrows). In the task condition, stimuli were pseudorandomly chosen letters A, B, or C. In each trial, subjects had to select the sensorimotor task set (TS A , TS B , or TS C as indicated by arrows) to produce the correct motor response to stimuli (indicated below each expected task sets). Examples of endogenous terminations are shown. B, Serial organization of behavioral events in both conditions. C, Hierarchical organization of behavioral sequences in the motor and task condition. See Material and Methods for terminology and additional details.
Serial versus hierarchical organization of action sequences
The motor and task sequences described above have the same serial structure but involve distinct levels in the hierarchical organization of action. According to Koechlin and Jubault (2006) , the motor sequence (motor condition) and task sets TS A , TS B , and TS C correspond to simple action chunks [i.e., sequential or parallel sets of single motor acts (or sensorimotor associations)]. In contrast, the task sequence composed of task sets TS A , TS B , and TS C corresponds to a superordinate action chunk (i.e., a chunk of simple action chunks). Single motor acts and simple and superordinate action chunks are three nested levels in the hierarchical organization of action. The motor sequence is a simple chunk and involves sequential associations between single acts. In contrast, the task sequence is a superordinate chunk and involves sequential associations between simple chunks.
Predictions
For simplicity, we referred to increased phasic activations at sequence boundaries compared with increments as effects of sequence boundaries. Similarly, we referred to increased activations in increments compared with baseline trials as effects of increments. Using the protocol described here, we previously showed that the lateral frontal cortex is engaged in processing the hierarchical structures of action chunks, regardless of their serial organization (Koechlin and Jubault, 2006) . Indeed, (1) no sustained activations during motor and task sequence execution were observed in lateral frontal regions; (2) lateral premotor regions were the only frontal regions that exhibited effects of motor increments (selection/inhibition of single motor acts); (3) posterior prefrontal regions [Brodmann's area (BA) 44] showed no effects of motor increments but showed effects of task increments and motor sequences boundaries (i.e., effects associated with selection/inhibition of simple action chunks only, regardless of their serial organization); and (4) slightly more anterior prefrontal regions (BA 45) exhibited effects of task sequence boundaries only (i.e., effects associated with selection/inhibition of superordinate chunks only).
In the present study, we investigated whether the IPL subserves the complementary function, namely the processing of serial structures of action chunks, regardless of their hierarchical organization. This hypothesis states that the IPL keeps track of sequential progression and represents sequential associations that are required to move on along serial structures regardless of hierarchical levels. More specifically, the hypothesis predicts that IPL regions exhibit sustained activations from sequence initiation to termination in both motor and task sequences. Furthermore, such IPL regions are expected to show phasic activations whenever subjects moved on in both motor and task sequences and should be especially sensitive to sequence boundaries when subjects load and inhibit such sequence representations. Thus, we especially examined whether IPL regions jointly exhibited (1) sustained activations during the execution of both motor and task sequences compared with baseline periods; (2) phasic activations in motor and task increments compared with baseline trials; and (3) increased phasic activations at motor and task sequence boundaries compared with increments.
Data acquisition
The motor and task conditions were administered in separate scanning sessions on separate days. Each scanning session was preceded by a training session (see above). The order of conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. In each scanning session, a 3T Brucker whole-body and radio frequency coil scanner was used to perform first an anatomical scan and then six series of 247 functional scans for each subject (repetition time, 2 s; echo time, 35 ms; field of view, 192 ϫ 192 mm 2 ; acquisition matrix, 64 ϫ 64; flip angle, 78°; 24 interleaved and jointed slices; voxel size, 3 ϫ 3 ϫ 5 mm). In those six series, sequences were executed 84 times. There were, consequently, 84 baseline periods, 84 initiation trials, and 84 termination trials. Forty-two terminations were endogenous, and 42 were exogenous. There were 168 increment trials in sequences and 168 trials in baseline periods.
The experimental protocol was administered using the Labview software package. fMRI data were processed using the SPM99 software package (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) with standard interslice temporal reslicing, spatial realignment, linear normalization to the Talairach and Tournoux (1988) stereotaxic atlas (Hôpital La Timone-Marseille template), and spatial (isotropic three-dimensional Gaussian kernel, 10 mm) and temporal (Gaussian kernel, 4000 ms) smoothing.
Data analyses
All data analyses and statistical contrasts were the same as those reported previously by Koechlin and Jubault (2006) .
Computation of brain activations. We computed statistical parametric maps from local fMRI signals using a linear multiple regression model. The model included three sets of regressors for each condition. (1) Eventrelated regressors were impulse functions convolved by the canonical hemodynamic response function. Those regressors separately modeled baseline trials, sequence initiation trials (trials including start cues), increment trials (intermediate trials occurring after start cues and before stop cues), endogenous and exogenous sequence termination trials (trials including stop cues), and error trials. (2) Epoch-related regressors were variable-length boxcar functions convolved by the canonical hemodynamic response function, separately modeling sustained effects associated with series of baseline and sequence trials delimited by start and stop cues. (3) Scan-related regressor modeling scanning series and signal drifts included constant, linear, and quadratic functions.
Activations were first identified using a fixed-effect model assessing the fit between the multiple regression model described above and time courses of local magnetic resonance signals (voxelwise threshold: Z Ͼ 4.3, p Ͻ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons over the whole brain; extent threshold: p Ͻ 0.05, 832 mm 3 ). Then, to account for betweensubjects variability and to allow inferences at the population level, regional activations identified above were subsequently assessed using a random-effect model (voxelwise threshold: p Ͻ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons over the search volumes). Additionally, joint activations across both conditions were computed by masking activations separately obtained in each condition using uncorrected significance thresholds (fixed-effects model: Z Ͼ 3.1, p Ͻ 0.001 uncorrected; random-effect model: p Ͻ 0.01 uncorrected).
ANOVAs. In each region identified above, we also computed the mean event-related hemodynamic response (mER-HRs) related to each trial type from the peristimulus fMRI signal observed in each voxel, first by subtracting the estimated contribution of other events based on parameter estimates of the multiple linear regression model and then by averaging the resulting responses over each activation cluster. Peaks of mERHRs (i.e., maximal signal changes) in identified regions were then entered in separate repeated-measure ANOVAs with conditions and trial types as within-subject factors. In a first ANOVA, the trial-type factor contrasted sequence boundary versus increment trials for assessing effects of sequence boundary. In a second and third ANOVA, the trial-type factor contrasted initiation versus termination trials and endogenous versus exogenous termination trials, respectively. Finally, in a fourth ANOVA, the trial-type factor contrasted increments versus baseline trials for assessing effects of successive selection of sequence components.
Results
Behavioral results
Behavioral results were reported by Koechlin and Jubault (2006) . Briefly, behavioral performances in both conditions indicate that no residual learning occurred during scanning. In each condition, error rates were lower than 5% in both baseline and sequence execution periods. Behavioral reaction times (RTs) were larger in initiation/termination trials than intermediate trials of behavioral sequences (all F values Ͼ4.6; p Ͻ 0.048). In both conditions, no significant differences in RTs were observed between initiation and termination trials, as well as between termination trials occurring at the end of learned sequences (endogenous terminations) and those occurring earlier (exogenous terminations) (all F values Ͻ1).
fMRI results
Consistently with behavioral performance, we observed virtually no significant differences in statistical parametric maps among initiation, endogenous, and exogenous termination trials composing motor and task sequences. Consequently, those events were pooled together and referred to as motor and task sequence boundaries, respectively. Also, for clarity we refer to intermediate trials in motor and task sequences as motor and task increments, respectively. These events corresponded to successive selection of motor responses and task sets composing motor and task sequences, respectively. We report here only activations located in the posterior part of the cerebral cortex (i.e., in regions posterior to the central sulcus). Frontal activations were reported in a previous study (Koechlin and Jubault, 2006) .
Sustained activations
We first computed regions exhibiting sustained activations during the execution of motor and task sequences compared with baseline periods. This analysis revealed a bilateral region located in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS; BA 40) showing sustained activations during the execution of both motor and task sequences ( 
Phasic activations
To describe phasic activations, we referred to increased activations at sequence boundaries compared with increments as effects of sequence boundaries. Similarly, we referred to increased activations in increments compared with baseline trials as effects of increments.
In the left hemisphere, we observed significant phasic activations in two regions located in the anterior and posterior IPS (Table 2, Fig. 2, yellow and green regions) . Both regions exhibited effects of motor and task sequence boundaries as well as effects of motor and task increments (Fig.  4) . Both regions were contiguous to the tonically activated IPS region described above. Post hoc analyses revealed that in this latter region, all the phasic effects were also significant (see below and Fig. 3B ).
In the right hemisphere, significant phasic activations were observed in a single region located in the middle IPS (Table  2 , Fig. 2 , orange region). In this region, we found significant effects of motor sequence boundaries and task increments. Additional post hoc analyses also revealed effects of motor increment in this region (see below and Fig. 4) . The region was contiguous to the two ventral and dorsal IPS regions showing sustained activations. Again, post hoc analyses revealed that in these two IPL regions, effects of motor sequence boundaries and task increments were significant (see below and Fig. 3B ).
In addition, phasic activations were found in two bilateral regions. First, significant effects of task increment were observed in the precuneus (BA 7) ( Table 2 , Fig. 2, orange region) . Post hoc analyses also revealed that precuneus activations were similar to those in the right IPL region (see below and Fig. 4) . Second, significant effects of task sequence boundaries were observed at the inferior, anterior part of the supramarginal gyrus [BA 40 ; supramarginal gyrus at the temporoparietal junction (SMG/TPJ)] (Table 2, Fig. 2, red regions) . Post hoc analyses also indicated that this region responded to initiation and endogenous termination of both motor and task sequences (see below and Fig. 5 ).
Post hoc factorial analyses Post hoc factorial ANOVAs were conducted in regions identified above by averaging magnetic resonance signals over the corresponding activation clusters (see Materials and Methods). Such analyses allow to possibly detect additional joint effects in these regions by minimizing type II statistical errors.
First of all, in both conditions, the analyses confirmed the absence of differential phasic activations at sequence boundaries between initiation and termination (all F values Ͻ1.9; all p values Ͼ0.18). There was only a marginal effect of motor sequence termination compared with initiation in the right ventral IPL region exhibiting sustained activations in motor sequences (Fig. 2 , blue region) (F ϭ 4.3; p ϭ 0.06). Also, the analyses confirmed similar phasic activations in endogenous and exogenous termination in all regions described above (all F values Ͻ2.4; all p values Ͼ0.14), except in the bilateral SMG/TPJ region (see below and Fig. 2, red  regions) . e., effects of motor and task increment, motor and task sequence boundary (green, larger effect of motor increment; yellow, larger effect of motor sequence boundaries)]. All these phasic effects were also observed in the left purple region. Orange indicates regions exhibiting effects of motor increment, motor sequence boundary, and task increment but no effect of task sequence boundary. Joint effects of motor sequence boundary and task increment were also observed in the blue and right purple regions. Red indicates regions exhibiting only effects of initiation and endogenous termination in motor and task sequences. Activations are superimposed on anatomical axial slices averaged across subjects (neurological convention) and indexed by the vertical Talairach coordinate ( z). Frontal activations are not shown here [reported by Koechlin and Jubault (2006) ]. Talairach coordinates of activation peaks are provided in Tables 1 and 2 . L, Left; R, right.
Left parietal regions
The ANOVAs also confirmed that all left parietal regions identified above, except the SMG/TPJ region, showed significant effects of motor and task increments as well as motor and task sequence boundaries. In particular, such effects were found in the left middle IPS region showing sustained activations (all F values Ͼ9.5; all p values Ͻ0.008). Additionally, effects of motor increments and motor sequence boundaries differed between the anterior and posterior left IPS regions exhibiting only phasic activations. The effect of motor increment was larger in the anterior than posterior left IPS regions (regions ϫ motor increment: F ϭ 11.8; p ϭ 0.004), and consistently, the effect of motor sequence boundaries showed the converse interaction (regions ϫ motor sequence boundaries: F ϭ 4.73; p ϭ 0.046).
Right parietal regions
In the right parietal cortex, the ANOVAs revealed that the middle IPS region exhibiting only phasic activations showed significant effects of motor and task increments, effects of motor sequence boundaries (all F values Ͼ15.6; p Ͻ 0.0013), but no effects of task sequence boundaries (F ϭ 1.7; p ϭ 0.21). The precuneus showed the same pattern of results with effects of motor and task increments (both F values Ͼ12.3; p Ͻ 0.003), effects of motor sequence boundaries (F ϭ 5.02; p ϭ 0.04), but no effect of task sequence boundaries (F ϭ 1.55; p ϭ 0.23).
A similar pattern of phasic activations was observed in the ventral and dorsal right IPS regions exhibiting sustained activations. In both regions, we found marginal effects of motor increments (F ϭ 4.01; p ϭ 0.064), significant effects of task increments and motor sequence boundaries (both F values Ͼ7.1; p values Ͻ0.018), but no effect of task sequence boundaries (F Ͻ 1.6; p Ͼ 0.22). Finally, post hoc analyses confirmed the dissociation between these two right IPL regions. The right dorsal IPS region exhibited sustained activations in both conditions (both F values Ͼ7.7; p values Ͻ0.014), whereas the right ventral IPS region exhibited sustained activations in the motor condition only (motor: F Ͼ18.3, p Ͻ 0.001; task: F Ͻ1.3, p Ͼ 0.28).
The bilateral SMG/TPJ region
As mentioned above, the bilateral SMG/TPJ region was the only brain region that exhibited significantly larger activations in endogenous than exogenous termination (Fig. 5 ) (main effect: F ϭ 8.7, p ϭ 0.01; interaction with condition, F Ͻ 1; interaction with hemispheres: F ϭ 3.0, p ϭ 0.1). Compared with motor and task increments, the region showed increased activations in motor and task sequence initiation (F ϭ 5.4; p ϭ 0.035; interaction with condition: F ϭ 1.3, p ϭ 0.26) and endogenous termination (F ϭ 8.9; p ϭ 0.009; interaction with condition: F ϭ 1.5, p ϭ 0.25). In contrast, no increased activations were observed in exogenous termination compared with increments (F ϭ 1.3; p ϭ 0.26; interaction with condition, F Ͻ 1). No differences were observed between the left and right region (interaction with hemisphere: all F values Ͻ2.6; p values Ͼ0.12).
Discussion
The present results first reveal that all posterior cortical activations related to the execution of prelearned behavioral sequences were confined to the inferior parietal cortex, confirming the prominent role of this region in processing behavioral sequences. Additionally, all these activations appear independent of the nature of processed stimuli (squares vs letters in the motor and task condition, respectively), because all reported regions exhibited phasic activations in both the motor and task conditions. Similarly, increased phasic activations at sequence boundaries are unlikely to reflect selective processing of the perceptual content of start and stop cues (colors). Indeed, regions showing such activations also exhibited increased activations in sequential increment compared with baseline trials or did not respond to specific sequence boundary trials (task sequence boundaries in the right IPL and exogenous termination in the SMG/TPJ region). Thus, the data provide evidence that the reported inferior parietal activations are unrelated to the processing of the perceptual content of behavioral sequences.
The results especially reveal a single bilateral region located in the posterior IPS exhibiting sustained activations during the execution of both motor and task sequences. We did not find any other regions in the posterior cerebral cortex, and we did not previously identify any frontal regions showing the same activation pattern (Koechlin and Jubault, 2006) . In the left IPS, the region also exhibited the same pattern of phasic responses during the execution of both motor and task sequences with especially increased activations at sequence boundaries. Such a joint pattern of sustained and phasic activations is expected in a region processing the abstract serial structure of action sequences (see Materials and Methods, Predictions), regardless of their hierarchical organization and sensorimotor content. According to this interpretation, sustained activations correspond to the maintenance of the serial structure and possibly the current position within this serial structure that guide sequential progression along behavioral sequences. Consistently, increased phasic activations at sequence boundaries simply reflect activation and inhibition of the entire sequence representation, whereas phasic activations associated with sequential increments correspond to updating the current position within such a representation.
Critically, the combination of sustained and phasic activations in this region rules out several alternative interpretations. Sustained activations cannot be simply explained by the increasing working-memory load required for maintaining the distinct elements that compose sequences, because this interpretation does not account for increased phasic activations observed at sequence termination. Phasic activations cannot be simply explained by switching between two successive, distinct elements composing behavioral sequences (motor responses and task sets), because phasic activations were also found in trials requiring subjects to repeat the preceding motor response or task set (sequence initiation trials). Furthermore, sustained activations are unlikely to reflect the maintenance of behavioral rules unrelated to the serial organization of motor and task sequences. Indeed, these behavioral rules, event contingencies, and performance durations were virtually identical in baseline and sequence execution periods. In both periods, subjects had to prepare the next action (movement or task sets), to respond to stimuli, to check color cues (for detecting start or stop cues), and so on. The only difference was that baseline and sequence periods involved sequences of identical versus distinct actions, respectively. This difference was associated with increased phasic activations in sequence increment compared with baseline trials. Finally, these left IPL activations might result from an increase in attentional demand during sequence execution Corbetta et al., 2000; Culham and Kanwisher, 2001; Behrmann et al., 2004) . This interpretation is unlikely, however, because attentional control engages both frontal and parietal regions , and, as mentioned above, no frontal regions showed sustained activations in both motor and task sequences.
In summary, our results provide evidence that the left middle IPS processes the abstract serial structure of behavioral plans regardless of their sensorimotor content and their hierarchical organization. This interpretation is consistent with previous results showing the involvement of the left IPS region in rehearsal of motor sequences versus rest condition (Catalan et al., 1998) , of ordinal sequences versus temporal sequences (Bengtsson et al., 2004) , and in encoding motor sequences at an abstract, effectorsindependent level (Grafton et al., 1998) . Also, left IPS activations were consistently reported during execution of structured compared with unstructured sequences (Bor et al., 2003) . This interpretation is also in accordance with the previously proposed hypothesis that the left parietal region is involved in shifting the focus of motor attention from one movement in a sequence to the next (Rushworth et al., 1997) .
The right homolog of the left, middle IPS region also showed sustained activations during the execution of both motor and task sequences. However, the right IPS region showed a distinct pattern of phasic activations. This region responded to task increment and motor sequence boundaries but was not sensitive to motor increments and task sequence boundaries. This activation pattern indicates that the region responded regardless of sequence boundaries and increments but only when subjects switched between simple action chunks [i.e., between either parallel sets of sensorimotor associations (task sets in the task condition) or serial sets of single acts (motor sequences in the motor condition)] (see Materials and Methods, Serial versus hierarchical organization of action sequences). Indeed, no phasic activations were observed when switching occurred only between single motor acts (motor increment) or when there was no or little task switching (task sequence boundaries included 72% trials with no task switching). Sustained activations are then likely to reflect the maintenance of selected simple action chunks in preparation of subsequent trials. In the motor condition, the entire sequence of motor acts is maintained from initiation to termination. In the task condition, a sensorimotor mapping is prepared in each increment trial and maintained up to the subsequent trial. This interpretation is consistent with a previous study showing right IPS activations associated with task-set preparation (Brass and von Cramon, 2004a) . Moreover, contiguous to the right IPS region, a more ventral IPS region had the same pattern of phasic responses but exhibited sustained activations only during the execution of motor sequences. In motor compared with task sequences, motor responses could be additionally prepared between successive steps, suggesting that the right ventral IPS region is involved in further preparing single motor acts composing motor sequences. Consistently, we previously reported a similar activation pattern in the frontal regions involved in motor preparation, namely the supplementary motor area complex (Tanji and Shima, 1994; Koechlin and Jubault, 2006) . Thus, our data provide evidence that the dorsal and ventral right IPL regions are engaged in preparing sensorimotor sets and motor acts, respectively, a function implicated but not specific to the execution of behavioral sequences (Asari et al., 2005; Shafritz et al., 2005) . Finally, it is worth noting that we did not find any regions showing sustained activations in task sequences only, confirming that sustained activations are not segregated according to the hierarchical level of behavioral sequences.
Contiguous to these left and right IPS regions exhibiting sustained activations, additional IPS regions showed only phasic responses. These phasic responses as well as those found in the precuneus were also observed in contiguous sustained activations, except that all these regions additionally responded to motor increment. Importantly, brain regions that exhibited only phasic responses were also found in the frontal lobes (Koechlin and Jubault, 2006) . More specifically, frontal regions responding to motor increment, as in these parietal regions, were found in the lateral premotor cortex only (BA 6). Posterior prefrontal regions (BA 44), in contrast, responded to motor sequence boundaries and task increment only (i.e., to boundaries of simple action chunks), whereas slightly more anterior prefrontal regions (BA 45) responded to task sequence boundaries only (i.e., boundaries of superordinate action chunks; see Materials and Methods, Serial versus hierarchical organization of action sequences). Thus, the lateral frontal cortex was proposed to form a functional system processing the hierarchical rather than serial structure of action plans (Koechlin and Jubault, 2006) with BAs 6, 44, and 45 involved in selecting single motor acts, simple and superordinate action chunks, respectively. In contrast, in parietal regions exhibiting only phasic responses, we did not find any evidence supporting such functional segregations based on the hierarchical levels of action plans, especially because all IPS regions and the precuneus responded to motor increments. In summary, this indicates that in contrast to prefrontal regions (i.e., BA 45), no parietal regions are specifically sensitive to recursive chunking of action segments (i.e., as in superordinate action chunks; see above).
An alternative hypothesis is that these IPS regions simply serve as input/output interfaces between the left IPS region, representing the serial structure of action plans, and the right IPS region, preparing successive actions (see above). This idea is supported by the fact that these IPS regions with sustained responses showed similar phasic responses. In particular, during sequence execution, the precuneus may be involved in coupling the serial-order and preparatory representations described above in the left and right IPS. Consistently, systematic connections between the precuneus and adjacent parietal areas including the IPL have been reported previously (Leichnetz, 2001) , as well as the involvement of the precuneus in processing sequential complexity and in highly integrated functions irreducible to simple visuospatial processing (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) . The IPS regions exhibiting phasic responses may also serve as attentional gates between the IPL and the frontal cortex coupling serial-order and preparatory representations in the IPL with the hierarchical organization of action in the frontal cortex (Bunge, 2004) . This hypothesis is supported by the differential responses to motor increments found in the posterior and anterior left IPS regions that somewhat resembles the functional segregation previously observed between premotor and prefrontal regions (see above) (Koechlin and Jubault, 2006) . Finally, our results reveal a bilateral region located in the inferior part of the SMG/TPJ that responded only to initiation and endogenous termination of both motor and task sequences. Again, in these regions there were no significant differences between motor and task sequences. Moreover, this pattern of responses is unique and was found in no other brain regions. Unlike exogenous termination, endogenous termination corresponded to stop signals occurring at the end state of learned sequences. Similarly, initiation trials corresponded to the start state of learned sequences, so that the region responded only to the "true" boundaries of memorized sequences. Thus, the SMG/ TPJ region appears to be associated with the long-term memory of behavioral sequences. In the left hemisphere, this brain sector has also been found in processing linguistic sequences (Aboitiz and Garcia, 1997; Sakai et al., 2001 ). However, SMG/ TPJ activations reported here are unlikely to reflect any covert verbal processing, because activations were bilateral and associated with sequence boundaries only. Instead, we interpret such phasic responses as reflecting retrieval of long-term representations of learned behavioral sequences when start cues occur and intrinsic inhibition of ongoing behavioral sequences when memorized end states are reached.
In conclusion, our results suggest a system of parietal regions located in the IPS and involved in the serial organization of behavior (Fig. 6) . In this system, the left IPS processes the abstract serial structure of action plans that guides and keeps track of sequential progression within behavioral plans, regardless of their hierarchical structure. The right IPS is involved in successively preparing simple action chunks (dorsal IPS) and, if possible, single motor acts (ventral IPS) that compose such behavioral plans. This parietal system strongly differs from the frontal system controlling action selection with respect to the hierarchical rather than serial structure of behavioral Green and yellow colors indicate the interaction between motor increments and sequence boundaries effects in the anterior and posterior left IPS (green, larger effect of motor increment; yellow, larger effect of motor sequence boundaries). Frontal activations found in the same experimental protocol and reported by Koechlin and Jubault (2006) are shown as open circles and rectangles. Pcu, Precuneus; pSMA, presupplementary motor area.
